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512-288-3331 carol_vstoep@earthlink.net
Name:

Next Visit:

Date/Time:

Week # 2
Exercises

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Pump – Hot Salt Water
¼ teaspoon (~Celtic) salt in 4 oz. warm water.
To count of 5 on all 4 sides, each in turn:
5 repetitions, 3x a day OR
Substitute for one session a day of Air Puffs. Salt
water reduces inflammation/adds extra stretch.1
Upper Lip Stretch/Wrinkle Nose
Pull upper lip down with fingers, hooking thumbs
deeply under upper lip. 2
Count to 20, release: 5 repetitions, 3x a day
“The Beautiful” Stretch.
Tug of War / Button Pull
Button between lips and teeth. Pull, holding ~2”, on
count of 3, pop it out. Do 3 sides – right, center, left –
20 repetitions each. May angle string up 45º on sides
for some of these to give smile a lift. 3
3x a day
The Camel
Anchor end of string between tongue tip and spot.
With head level, use your lips to “haul” the weight up
to lips. Jaw should also move down, forward, and up.4
3 repetitions, 3x a day
Waggle Spot
Make a point with tongue tip outside the mouth,
keeping tongue level. Waggle tongue back and forth,
touching the corners of your mouth without touching
lower teeth or lips, then find “Spot” with tip. Keep
mouth open, lower jaw immobile.5
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Cotton Roll/Tongue Touch
Tuck 2 wet cotton rolls, 1 each deep inside
lower/upper lip.
Rubber band to the “Spot” with lip seal, teeth lightly
apart.6
10 minutes building up to 60 minutes a day
One Foot Rule “Hands Away From Face!”
Intense phase. Goals: Neuromuscular Skeletal Re-education: disorganize muscle patterns, then reorganize/re-pattern them. Coordination. Muscle tone. Movement. Jaw stabilization. 1 Lips,
cheeks; suppress clenching tendencies. 2 Stretches “incompetent” lips + lip seal. 3 Lips + lip seal 4 Enlarges/stabilizes the airway. Change the relationship between upper and lower jaw, a
goal also of orthognathic surgery (jaw surgery). Lips, suppresses gag, coordination, finding “Spot”, jaw rotation. 5 Enlarges, opens airway. Finding spot, tones 6 major tongue muscles. 6Lip
strength/spot/lip seal. Encourages correct swallow and nasal breathing plus stretches OO and muscles attached to it. A correct swallow lifts the soft palate, which also enlarges the airway
and twists the eustachian tubes, equalizing pressure and improving drainage.
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Tongue Point and Trace
Tongue tip out, making a point for 15” (do not touch lips),
then to “spot” and for 5” trace back to soft palate. Tap
tongue gently with straw or fruit popsicle to encourage
point, if forming point is difficult.1
5 repetitions, 3x a day
Tongue Pops/ Big Smile
Tongue on Spot, middle of tongue suctioned to palate –
Snap Down, making a popping sound. Keep a big smile.2
20 repetitions, 3x a day
1 Elastic (rubber band) Swallow
1) Bite 2) Lips open 3) Swallow
Use Mirror; Always sit up straight. Hold index finger to
chin – you do not want to feel muscle movement here when
you swallow.3
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Cotton Roll/Tongue Touch
Tuck 2 wet cotton rolls, 1 each deep inside lower/upper lip.
Rubber band to the “Spot” with lip seal.
30 minutes. Less time than last week, but this time, put
your whole tongue to the roof of your mouth; make it in
the shape of a turtle shell.
Ten teen tide tile tote
Den dot doll dude dine
Lean lot lid late load
Neat not need noon nod4
Repeat word list 10X, 3x a day
The Camel
Add 1 weight (2)
Do 3 reps, 3x a day
Tug of War/ Button Pull
Side, Front, Side
20 repetitions each, 3x a day
Lip Massage – Using lip balm, rub one lip over the other
and alternate. Jaw can move forward, but not laterally. 5
30 repetitions, 3x a day
1

Enlarges, stabilizes airway. Stretches frenum. Tones tongue tip, longitudinals, genioglossis. Connects brain and tongue movement; can add eyes later. Palatal tongue rest. 2 Palatal tongue
rest, especially middle tongue. Frenum stretch. 3 Passive swallow. 4 Repetitive motion exercise for the tip of the tongue; not a speech exercise. Smile or tongue retraction can help. Speak
clearly. 5 Lip seal.
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2 Elastic Swallow
1 elastic on tip, one behind it at middle of tongue.
Hold entire tongue to roof of mouth, then:
1) Bite 2) Lips Open 3) Swallow1
12 swallows, 3x a day.
May need a spray bottle for extra moisture.
Caves/ Retained Tongue Pop
Tip of tongue on “spot”, middle tongue also
suctioned to roof of mouth. See the caves?
Hold suction for a count to 10, and then snap
tongue down. POP! 2
5 repetitions, 3x a day
Deep Breathing with Tongue Touch
Inhale Stomach Out – Exhale Stomach In
5 minutes. If you have trouble or for maximum
relaxation, lie down. NEVER raise shoulders.
3x a day3
(Balloon stomach out on inhale)
Tube Chew – Bounce4
Gentle, fast.
2 minutes, 3x a day
Pucker Power
Suction lips together and then POP5
20 repetitions, 3x a day
Tug of War/Button Pull
30 each side and middle, 3x a day
The Camel
Add weights (3) 3 repetitions, 3x a day
Tongue Depressor Push-ups
Tongue out, tip pointed. Resist downward
pressure of depressor to count of 5. 6
5 repetitions, 3x a day.
1

Passive swallow; moving coordination/tone back to the middle of the tongue. Need tongue to almost suction onto the palate. 2 Continues with middle tongue palatal rest and tongue tone.
Also stretches lingual frenum. 3 Step 1 of flipping “upside down” breathing. Stretches diaphragm and rib cage. Nasal breathing. Posture. Spot. Raises endorphins. Meditation. (Once
diaphragmatic breathing is established and diaphragm is stretched via deep breaths, only breathe shallowly if you continue this practice over time – to preserve CO2. Normal breathing will
keep diaphragm stretched. 4 Masseters; jaw stabilization. 5Lip seal/tone. 6 Make sure tongue is tight under the depressor and does not flare laterally when tongue pushes “up”.
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K Swallow –
Say 3-5 Ks loudly/clearly – “K” “K” “K” “K”
3 Fingers in mouth or bite block between front
teeth. Then swallow with lips open.1
6 repetitions, 3x a day
Chin chat chill Chile church
Chinchillas cheat at checkers
jet jelly genie Judy John
notch latch ditch Dutch nacho
dodge judge lodge change 2
Repeat word list 10X, 3 X a day
Tongue Rest Position
3 rubber band hold (1 on tip, two to either side
further back forming triangle), lips closed 3
30 minutes 1x a day
Caves/Retained Tongue Pop
Tip of tongue on “spot”, middle tongue also
suctioned to roof of mouth. See the caves?
Hold suction for a count to 10, and then snap
tongue down. POP!
5 repetitions, 3x a day
2 Elastic Swallow
1 elastic on tip, one behind it at middle of tongue.
Hold entire tongue to roof of mouth, then:
1) Bite 2) Lips Open 3) Swallow 4
12 swallows, 3x a day.
Tube Chew - Bounce
2 minutes, 3x a day
The Camel
Add Weight (4)
3 repetitions, 3x a day
Tug of War/Button Pull
Side, Front, Side
40x each, 3x a day
1

Use high pitch sometimes. Back of tongue. Lifts/tones soft palate – which is what collapses in sleep disorders. Passive swallow. 2 Strengthens middle of tongue and the lateral borders.
Rest posture. Passive swallow. Lip seal.

3, 4
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K Swallow –
Say 3-5 Ks loudly/clearly – “K” “K” “K” “K”
3 Fingers in mouth or bite block between front
teeth. Then swallow with lips open.
6 repetitions, 3x a day
Cracker Swallow (Sit tall like giraffe, feet flat –
“String” sign, perhaps a mirror)
Chew cracker 20x using both sides/Lips closed
Gather food on tongue, place rubber band to spot
1) Bite 2) Lips open 3) Swallow
1 time, 3x a day
(Can use any food. Chewing muscle pumps saliva.)
Sip Liquids/Water Trap (Use mirror)
1.Tongue on Spot 2. Bite on back teeth 3. Lips open
Lean forward; swallow.
You can chug, but lips have to seal the glass. Chew.
All liquids, all day
1 Meal Correct Swallow (string)
Use mirror & rubber band
Tongue on Spot, back teeth together3
Chew 20x, gather, swallow (~ Cracker Swallow)
Tongue Rest Position
3 rubber bands in triangle, lips together
30 Minutes, 1x a day
“*” Tongue up

Time Chart
“x” Tongue down or mouth open

The Camel
Add weight (5!) 3 repetitions, 3x a day
Tug of War/Button Pull
40 repetitions each position, 3x a day
Poster
Draw a picture of something you like and relate it
to your swallow
1,2,3

Beginning to put all the new skills together, incorporating them in eating and drinking.

Ninety percent of business is conducted in restaurants. Everyone needs to be good at eating neatly, quietly, and with manners!

Sunday
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All Meals – Correct Swallow
As with Cracker Swallow:
1) Tongue on spot 2) Bite back teeth 3) Lips open
Use a Mirror and “string” sign
Sip Liquids/Water Trap (Use mirror)
Tongue on spot, bite, lips open, lean forward,
swallow. For frenum stretch, open/close mouth.
No forward head movement or movement of
facial muscles when swallow.
5X while trapping water.
Time Chart
“*” Tongue Up
“X” Tongue down or mouth open
Oral Screen (bell pepper?)
Tongue Up in Rest Position (rubber band to
Spot), screen between teeth and lips, seal lips.
Hold 30 minutes once a day.1
The Camel
3 repetitions with all 5 weights, 3x a day
Yawn and K Swallow
1. Yawn 2. Continue with “K” swallow, using
block or 3 fingers to keep mouth open. After
saying “Ks”, swallow using back of tongue.2
6 repetitions, 3x a day
Tug of War/Button Pull
40 repetitions each side, 3x a day
Shin shawl lush dash leash
gag tag gate tug dog
gone log duck did lock
cat goal leg tack cane
Read word list 10X, 3x a day
1
Stops grimace during swallow (active swallow). 2 Back of tongue tone/coordination. Fast repetition creates muscle memory. Lifts/tones soft palate. Palatal tongue rest.

PRACTICE MAKES PERMANENT!!!
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Sleep Talk
7 nights in a row.
Before bed – Tap 6x over ears and say:
“I do swallow right all night long.”
Then Tap 6x over ears and say
“There is no reason NOT to swallow right all
night long.”
NORMAL SWALLOW (No Movement)1
Repeat 6 times for 7 nights in a row
Parent to awaken child ½ hour after asleep with a
drink. “___, you swallow right all night long.” 2
3x during the week
1 Meal Lips Open
String/Mirror. YOU MUST SIT STRAIGHT TO
SWALLOW CORRECTLY.
2 Meals Normal Swallow (no movement). No
ballooning food in cheeks; no storing it there.
Lips closed.
Everything You Drink
Tongue on Spot
Bite on back teeth
Lips open
Yawn and K Swallows
“CAW,CAW,CAW” with highest pitch possible.3
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Tongue Rest with Screen
30 minutes, 1x a day4
The Camel
5 weights, 3 repetitions, 3x a day
Tug of War/ Button Pull
40 each position, 3x a day
1,2

Habituating what you’ve learned to sleep hours. During Swallow, hold mirror to face. You want to see no movement of facial muscles at all!!! You are tapping right over the medulla
oblongata. This part of the brain controls the subconscious. Tapping wakes up the subconscious mind and helps one set intention. Puts one into an “active voice” of affirmation. If you skip
a night, start the count all over until you get to 7 nights in a row. 3 Palatal tongue rest, soft palate lift/tone. 4 Proper swallow. Palatal tongue rest.
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Gargle after Each Brushing
Gargle, then stop water in throat and breathe in
and out slowly through nose.1
Repeat cycle for 30 seconds, about 3 times, 2x a
day
1 Meal Lips Open
String/Mirror. YOU MUST SIT STRAIGHT TO
SWALLOW CORRECTLY.
2 Meals Normal Swallow (no movement). No
ballooning food in cheeks; no storing it there.
Lips closed.
Everything You Drink
Swallow Back
Use straw, but keep in front of teeth.
1) Bite 2)Lips Open 3)Swallow
Rubber Band Hold
Place 1 elastic lightly between upper and lower
lips. Hold. Lower jaw should move forward. Do
not press tightly. Use raisin, sticky tape, elastic,
or Xylimelt to keep tongue on spot.2
30 minutes once a day
Favorite Color /Tongue Check
The Camel.
Last week!
3 repetitions, 3x a day
Tug of War/ Button Pull
Last week!
40 x each position, 3x a day
Goal Post or Hold-ups
Sit very straight as though you have a string
running from hips through top of head; arms up
like a goal post. Raise elbows/arms up 3-4”, then
back down 3-4”.3
30 repetitions, 3x a day
Last week of intensive therapy. 1 Nasal breathing. Soft palate lift/tone. Back of tongue tone. Coordination. 2 Lip seal. 3 Posture and muscle release.

Saturday

Sunday
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Shoulder Roll
Roll shoulders up and back
Tongue up and lips closed1
15 repetitions, 3x a day
Neck Rocks
Hands behind neck, tip head back, slowly roll chin
down to chest
Tongue up and lips closed2
15 repetitions, 3x a day
Egyptian Swing / Pigeon Walk
Head level, forward and back. SLOW.
Tongue up and lips closed3
15 repetitions, 3x a day
Jaw Rotation
Tongue on spot
Jaw forward, down and then teeth together.4
15 repetitions, 3x a day
Isometric Chin Push
Left side, right side, under chin and top of lower teeth
5 seconds each place using 2 fingers. Look ahead.
Caves/ Retained Tongue Pop
Tip of tongue on “spot”, middle tongue also suctioned
to roof of mouth. See the caves?
Hold suction for a count to 10, then snap tongue down.
POP!5
5 repetitions, 3x a day
Giddy-Up, Slurp and Swallow
Sound one makes to signal a horse to go: bite back
teeth lightly, open lips, make tongue “pop” sound.
Sides of tongue like flapping wings. Then slurp saliva,
using a spray bottle if necessary. Swallow with teeth
together, lips apart.6
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Rubber Band Hold
Place 1 elastic lightly between upper and lower lips.
Hold. tongue on spot with reminder of your choice.
30 minutes once a day
1-3

Proper tongue position/oral posture helps relax shoulders and improve general posture, especially forward head position. For instance, a lip seal creates negative pressure in the mouth.
With a toned tongue resting properly, this vacuum helps suction the tongue against the roof. Head and neck muscles can relax, as they are no longer needed to stabilize the lower jaw.
4
Helps develop the lower jaw. 5 Continues with middle tongue palatal rest, tongue tone. Also stretches lingual frenum 6 Middle of tongue and sides. Cheek muscles.
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Lip Trace/ Monkey
With lips closed, circle tongue between lips and
teeth. Do not move lower jaw laterally. Hold jaw
with hands if necessary. 1
15 repetitions each direction, 3 X a day
15 x each direction, 3x a day
Lip Curl/ “Angelina Jolie” Lips
Index finger under nose and roll down with firm
pressure.2
30 repetitions, 3x a day
Upper Lip Stretch/Wrinkle Nose
Pull upper lip down with fingers, hooking thumbs
deeply under upper lip.
Count to 20, release: 5 repetitions, 3x a day
“The Beautiful” Stretch.
Prunes
Say “Prunes”, emphasizing “OO” sound with
upper lips protruded as much as possible.
30 repetitions, 3x a day 3
EE OOH AAH
Exaggerate lips while making these sounds, 3”
each sound. Make the sounds and lip motions
continuous. Avoid the “AAH” if jaw joint hurts.4
15 repetitions, 3x a day
Giddy Up, Slurp and Swallow
Sound one makes to signal a horse to go: bite
back teeth lightly, open lips, make tongue “pop”
sound. Sides of tongue like flapping wings. Then
slurp saliva, using a spray bottle if necessary.
Swallow with teeth together, lips apart.5
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Rubber Band to Spot
Place one elastic rubber band to tip of tongue, ½
on, ½ off. Put tip to spot. May use ½ a raisin,
Xylimelt, sticky tape for variety.6
30 minutes, 1X a day
1

Works transverse tongue muscles and internal pterygoids; good for double chin. Loosens peri-oral muscles. 2, 3 Lip seal; lip flare. 4 Lip seal; loosens muscles. Actors use this for range of
motion. 5 This is how you swallow your saliva.
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Pencil Swallows
Bite down on clean pencil/chop stick, placed as
far back as possible. Place tongue above pencil,
tip to spot. Bite, swallow.
10 repetitions, 2x a day
Pencil Pulls
Hold pencil at front of mouth. Put tongue over
top; curl over and under. Pull back.
Count to 5; Then reverse tongue position.1
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Tongue Push Up
3 tongue depressors taped together. Press on
surface of tongue, trying to narrow/tighten the
tongue under the depressor. Resist the pressure
while counting to 5. Continue to other 3 sides,
counting to 5. Then do same with tongue tip.2
5 repetitions, 3x a day.
Lip Press
One tongue depressor placed between lips.
Press gently with “prune” lips. Rubber band to
spot.3
30 Minutes 1x a day
Peanut Butter Rub
Use tip and middle of tongue to rub back and
forth across hard palate, like you are rubbing off
peanut butter.4
25 repetitions, 3x a day
Hold and Pull – Slow Bounce
Tongue on spot. Open and close slowly with no
deviation. Line up midline. 5 1 minute 2x a day
Air Puffs
Puff air first between upper teeth and upper lips.
Press against air puff. Move air puff to right
cheek, lower lip, then left cheek in turn, counting
to 5 at each location.
5 repetitions, 3X a day
1
4

Stretches frenum; works on various tongue muscles and coordination. 2 Tightening tongue, not strengthening it. Stretches/frees frenum, palatal tongue rest. 3 Lip seal, releases endorphins.
Can use real peanut butter for variety. Palatal tongue rest. Great for ex-thumb suckers. 5 Use a mirror. Take this one seriously. It fixes so many things!
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Tick Tocks
Begins like the Tongue Pops (clopping sound with lips
forward), but on second “clop,” pull your lips wide
into a grimace. 1
25 repetitions, 3x a day
Fish Face Pop
Suck cheeks together as hard as you can to make a
kissing fish face with your lips.
Hold for 10”, then release with a smacking kiss
sound.2
10 repetitions, 3 x a day
Necklace with Rubber Band to Spot
30 minutes, 1x a day3
Say: “Ark Unc”
Like “Caw Caw Caw” exercise. Say with gusto and
sometimes with high voice.4
15 repetitions, 3x a day
Taco Tongue Blow
Make and hold a “taco tongue” between lips. Blow air
in/out, holding shape. Work up to 10x
If difficult, tap wooden skewer along middle of
tongue.5
10 breaths, 3x a day
Surprised Granny
Pull upper and lower lips over teeth. Raise eyebrows
and count to 10. “OH!”
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Snake
Make a point with the tongue. Extend it out, then pull
it back in. Keep it level and do not let tongue touch
lips.
25 repetitions, 3x a day
Drag and Swallow (Caves)
Begin with tongue to spot. Trace back as far as
possible with mouth open, bite, and swallow with lips
open.
10 repetitions, 3x a day
1
Palatal tongue rest. 2 Stretches/relaxes cheek muscles. Works on suction skills. 3 Variation of lip press. 4 Soft palate and back of tongue tone. Sing with high notes in the shower, too! 5
Helps with making a proper bowl when one swallows. Also helps with “R” sound.
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Move That Tube
Place large tube under lower lip. Rotate to under
upper lip. Keep a lip seal.1
2 minutes, 2x per day
Tongue Tooth Touch
Tongue to upper molar to upper molar 10x,
Then lower molar to lower molar 10x 2
10 repetitions, 2x per day
ABC’s
Seal lips. Write upper case alphabet letters with
tongue tip on roof of mouth.3
Entire alphabet twice a day
Book Walk
Light book. Runway work!
2 minutes, 2x per day
Figure 8 Lip Trace/Infinity
Tongue under sealed lips, teeth apart.
15 repetitions, then reverse for another 15
repetitions, 2x per day
Giddy-Up, Slurp and Swallow
Sound one makes to signal a horse to go: bite
back teeth lightly, open lips, make tongue “pop”
sound. Sides of tongue like flapping wings. Then
slurp saliva, using a spray bottle if necessary.
Swallow with teeth together, lips apart.6
10 repetitions, 3x a day
Lip Press
One tongue depressor placed between lips.
Press gently with “prune” lips. Rubber band to
spot.
30 Minutes 1x a day
Muscles move everything. By now, we have probably been able to increase oral volume. Often the skull has also shifted somewhat, which allows everything to flow better. Good for you
and your hard work!!!
1
Upper lip stretch and lip seal. Coordination. 2, 3 Tongue gymnastics, plus helps connect tongue function to brain. Match eye movement with tongue movement for better results.
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Next Visit:
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Move That Tube
2 minutes, 2x a day
Jaw Breaker
Lips sealed. Point tongue tip into R cheek for 10
count, then to L cheek for 10 count.
No lower jaw movement.
25 repetitions, 2x a day
Cork Pop
Place cork or carrot between lips and suck in
hard. Hold cork tightly with fingers, then pull out
with a loud “POP!” 1
25x, 2x a day
Mom to hold cork with children under age 8.
Sling Shot
Resistance bands. Count to 102
10 repetitions, 2x a day
Fat Skinny Taco Tongue
25 repetitions, 2x a day
Reminder Spot
30 minutes with lips closed, tongue up
1x a day

Caves
Tip of tongue on “spot”, middle tongue also
suctioned to roof of mouth. See the caves?
Use a mirror.
Hold suction, open and close without deviation
and lining up midlines.3
2 minutes, 2x a day
1

Cheek muscles and elevates soft palate. Lip seal. 2 Posture; opens up chest for breathing. 3 Palatal tongue rest.

Date/Time:
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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Next Visit:
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Tuesday
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Date/Time____________________
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Balloon Blow Up
Inhale through nose.
Variations: harmonica, propel ping pong balls
(race or distance), party blowers1
2 minutes, 2x a day
Wall Slides
Goalpost against the wall. Want shoulders
aligned with hips.2
30x, 2x a day
aa-ee-ii-oo-uu
Clear, flowing diction.
10 repetitions, 2x a day
Tongue Brushes (Velcro)
Touch toothbrush bristles to tongue tip; move
towards back of tongue slowly. Turn bristles and
repeat on palate, moving front to back.3
10 repetitions, 2x a day
“G” Sound
Reverse of Cave. Put tongue tip to spot, open
mouth. Say “G” with energy. 4
15 repetitions, 2x a day
V Swallow (pull sides of tongue in)
Tongue tip on spot. Back of tongue down. Mouth
open. Push tongue tip hard on palate, then
swallow quickly. Teeth touch briefly while
swallow.
10 repetitions, 2 x a day
Reminder Spot
30 minutes, 1x a day

1

Stretches and works the cheek muscles. 2 Opens up the chest cavity. Note: If you sleep on your back with your palms up, your shoulders rotate out. 3 Neuromuscular education. Initiates
peristalsis. Encourages control. 4 If you have apnea, do this often and for more repetitions. Also releases phlegm.
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•
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Name:
Week 1: Pre-therapy for Jaw Stability
Exercises

Next Visit:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Date/Time:
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Tube Chew
Gently start with 30 seconds; work up to 2
minutes, 3X a day. Lips together.1
Wafer Slide
With wafer in mouth, protrude lower jaw. Hold
for 10”, then relax it back.2
30 repetitions, 3X a day
Monkey/ Tongue Trace
With lips closed, circle tongue between lips and
teeth. Do not move lower jaw laterally. Hold jaw
with hands if necessary. 3
15 repetitions each direction, 3 X a day
Air Puffs
Puff air first between upper teeth and upper lips.
Press lip against air puff. Move air puff to right
cheek, lower lip, then left cheek in turn, counting
to 5 at each location. 4
5 repetitions, 3X a day
Rubber Band to Spot
Place one elastic rubber band to tip of tongue, ½
on, ½ off. Put tip to spot. May use ½ a raisin,
Xylimelt, sticky tape for variety.5
30 minutes, 1X a day

Rules Regarding Habits:
1. Hands one foot away from your face
2. No large bites (Example: Big, thick
Sandwiches)
1

Masseters 2 Only movement that works lateral pterygoids, which moves TMJ disc. 3 Works transverse tongue muscles and internal pterygoids; good for double chin. Loosens peri-oral
muscles. 4Lip strength and seal. Cheek muscle stretch. 5 Tip of tongue strength and training. Muscle/brain.
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Week: Follow up
#
Exercises

Next Visit:

Date/Time:

Post Orthognathic Surgery

Brush, using feathers or washrag to
Stimulate cheeks, lips and tongue
5 minutes, 3x a day
Puff air into cheeks
Count to 5
on 4 sides: 5x, 3x a day

EEH OOH AAH
15x, 3x a day
Tube chew gently; start with 30 seconds and
work up to 2 minutes

Diet: increase textures slowly. Start with
liquids, then thick liquids, then soft food,
increase up to more solid
Pucker Power 20x, 3x a day

Sheet
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

